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Extended Abstract

Introduction

Network software speed is not increasing es rapidly as that of work-

station CPUS. The goal of this study is to determine how various

components of network software contribute to this bottleneck. In

this extended abstract, we summarize the performance of TCPAP

and UDPAP networking software for the DECstation 5000/200

workstations connected by an FDDI LAN.

Categorizing Operations of Network Software

We categorized the major operations executed in network software

as follows: checksum computation (Checksum), data movement

(Data Mvmt), network buffer management (Mbuf), protocol pro-

cessing (Protls), operating system overhead (OS), data structure

manipulation (Data Structs), and error checking (Error Check). An

additional category, Other, is processing time for which we have not

been able to account. Checksum is the execution of the Internet

checksum routine. Data Mvmt includes all operations that cause

data to be moved from one place to another. Mbuf is all operations

on mbufs, the network data descriptor used by Berkeley Unix.

Mbuf operations include allocation, fragmentation, and header

prepending. The Protls category is protocol-specific work such as

setting header fields and maintaining state, for the entire protocol

stack. OS includes synchronization overhead and other operating

sys tern functions. Data Struct comprises manipulation of various

data structures other than mbufs. Error Check is the time spent

checking for errors, including system call parameter checking.

Figure 1 shows the per-message send+receive processing times for

each category of operations for TCP/IP and UDP/IP. Note the simi-

larity of the overall breakdowns between the two. The one small

difference is that TCP/IP’s Protls category is slightly larger than

that of UDPAP. The difference arises because TCP is in many ways

the most complicated portion of the TCP/IP implementation. The

difference is small because TCP protocol processing is only a small

pmt of the executed layers of network software,

These graphs suggest a division into two classes of operations: size-
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dependent operations which tou;h–-pa;ket data and whose expense

scales linearly with message length, and size-independent opera-

tions whose costs are approximately constant. The former includes

checksum computation and data movemen~ which dominate pro-

cessing time for large messages, consuming up to 40% and 25%,

respectively, of the total processing time. The significance of check-
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sum compution and data movement has been noted by others [1]. In

[2], we describe an improvement in how to handle checksums

which resulted in a doubling of throughput (the measurements

described in this paper do not include these optimizations).

For small messages, the size-independent operations dominate pro-

cessing time. Small message-size analysis is important because a

large fraction of messages on the Internet are small. Protocol pro-

cessing actually dominates, consuming as much es 33.8% of single-

byte TCP/IP processing time. However, one should not conclude

that ‘lightweight’ transport protocols are the key to achieving low

latency: the TCPAP portion of the Protls category consumes at most

13.7% of the total processing time. In fact, our observation is that

operation times for small messages are well balanced, suggesting

that significant reductions in the network protocol latency may be

difficult to achieve without significant restructuring of software.

Real Workload Processing Time Distribution

We obtained measurements for the breakdown of network software

processing times on a machine driven by a real workload. Figure 2

contains histograms of message sizes of the workload of a CS

departmental LAN. Notice that most messages are small for both

TCPAP and UDPAP. However, due to NFS, there are a significant

er of large messages.
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Figure 2

Figure 3 contains the processing time profiles resulting from the

real workload. The TCP/IP and UDP/IP profiles differ significantly.

Because most TCP/IP messages are small, the TCP/IP profile is

mainly influenced by message-size-independent operations, such as

protocol processing and buffer management. However, because of

the presence of large UDP/IP messages in the workload, the UDP/

1P profile is significantly influenced by the message-size-dependent

operations, specifically checksum computation and data movement.

Conclusions

TCP/IP and UDP/IP exhibit similar processing time breakdowns for

any particulm message size. For small message sizes, influences are
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fairly well balanced, suggesting that latency reductions by improv-

ing the implementation of any specific category will be difficult to

achieve. For large messages, checksum computation and data

movement clearly dominate, and are the categories to focus on to

improve throughput. However, when considering distributions of

message sizes from a real LAN workload, TCP/IP and UDP/IP

have very different profiles. TCPAP time is influenced mainly by

message size-independent operations, while UDP/IP time is influ-

enced by message size-dependent operations.
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